Press Release

DRONE VOLT
Now ready for production in the United States

Villepinte, March 24, 2020
DRONE VOLT, an embedded artificial intelligence expert and manufacturer of professional
civil drones, has provided an update concerning its operations in the United States.
As a reminder, the DRONE VOLT group announced last November a strategic partnership with
ROBOTIC SKIES for the development of its activities in the United States.
The group announced today that its US partner (which includes BOEING among its shareholders)
is now ready to manufacture the bulk of the DRONE VOLT product line, notably the HERCULES 2
and HERCULES 10 drones. Drones “made in the USA” will consequently be rapidly available to
serve the needs of the US markets as soon as industrial activity resumes.
Olivier Gualdoni, chairman / CEO of DRONE VOLT, stated on this occasion: “A decisive step has
now been taken. We plan to benefit from the industry recognition of our partner in order to develop
our activities on the largest market in the world as soon as the current health crisis is behind us.
Additionally, our business model in the United States does not involve any investment on our part
and should therefore rapidly become highly profitable.”

Next press release: Q1 2020 sales, April 15, 2020
All the DRONE VOLT press releases are available on www.dronevolt.com/Investors
To receive all the press releases free of charge, register on Actusnews
To receive the company newsletter, contact us at finance@dronevolt.com

About DRONE VOLT
Founded in 2011, DRONE VOLT, is an expert in onboard artificial intelligence and manufacturer of professional
civilian drones with operations in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Canada, Denmark, the United States,
Switzerland and Indonesia. A global partner, DRONE VOLT offers its clients turnkey business solutions including
different services and the training of drone pilots.
The DRONE VOLT Group, a member of GICAT (French land and air-land defense and security industry group),
recorded sales of 7.1 million euros in 2019 (non-audited figures).
DRONE VOLT’s customers notably include government administrations and industrial groups such as the French
army, the French Ministry of Defense, Engie, Total, Bouygues ES, ADP, the Air Transport Gendarmerie (GTA) and
international government agencies.
DRONE VOLT has been designated as an “Innovative Enterprise” by Bpifrance.

DRONE VOLT is listed on the Euronext Growth market in Paris:
Action: Mnemonic: ALDRV.PA - ISIN code: FR0013088606 - Eligible: PEA, PEA-SME
BSA: Mnemonic: DRVBS - ISIN code: FR001286054
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